ABSTRACT. It is shown in Theorem 1 that a 2-sphere S in E is tame from which connects a and 6?
which connects a and 6?
1. Introduction. Bing's original characterization of a tame 2-sphere S in E states that tameness from the complementary domain C is equivalent to the existence of an arbitrarily small «-homeomorphism from S into C. Since any 2-sphere in E can be homeomorphically approximated by a polyhedral 2-sphere, it may be assumed that the «-homeomorphism of Bing's theorem carries S onto a polyhedral (hence tame) 2-sphere S C C.
Theorem 1 was developed while the author was attempting to remove the restriction that S be "tied" so strongly to 5 by the e-homeomorphism. The end result is Theorem 1, which modifies Bing's theorem in the following way: S is no longer required to be an tf-homeomorphic image of S, but instead must have the property that each point of S be a distance less than e from S , and furthermore, from each point x of S' there must exist a path of diameter less than e which leads to a point y £ S and which lies in the closure of the component of C -S whose boundary is S U S . (This path need not depend continuously on x.) 244 L. R. WEILL
Although the statement of Theorem 1 is somewhat more complicated than that of Bing's characterization, it is sometimes easier to construct the 2-sphere S' described in Theorem 1 than it is to apply Bing's or other related characterizations.
Theorems 2 and 3 are applications of Theorem 1 which illustrate this fact.
Most of the terms used in this paper are defined in the excellent survey article by Burgess and Cannon [3l. The exceptions are terms coined by the author, which are defined at the point of their first appearance. We use p throughout for the usual metric on E3 and zV(X, i) for the e-neighborhood of a set X in E3.
2. The principal result.
Theorem 1. Let S be a 2-sphere embedded in E . Let A and B denote the interior and exterior of S respectively, and let p be the usual metric on E . Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) S is tame from A.
(2) For each compact set F C A, there exists a 2-sphere S', embedded in E3
and having complementary domains A' = Int S', B' = Ext S', sucb that (i) F C A' C A' C A, and(ii) for each x £S' there exists a path xy contained in B' having initial point x £ S', terminal point y £S, and whose diameter is less than p(F, S).
Statements (1) and (2) are also equivalent if we replace A by B, A' by B', B' by A', and' Int by Ext in these statements.
The original statement and proof of Theorem 1 appearing in (7) requires that the 2-sphere S' be tamely embedded. The referee has suggested the following simpler proof which uses the 0-ulc property to remove this restriction:
Proof. The proof will first deal with tameness from A.
(1) =» (2): The proof is obvious.
(2) =» (1): Suppose that statement (2) holds. The proof that S is tame from A depends on two lemmas. Lemma 1. The 2sphere S' of statement (2) may be chosen to be polyhedral.
Proof. We first use the validity of statement (2) to choose a 2-sphere 5", embedded in E3 and having complementary domains A" = Int S", B" = Ext S", such that (i) F C A" C A" C A, and (ii) for each x € S" there exists a path xy contained in B" having initial point x £ S", terminal point y £ S, and whose diameter is less implies that Condition * is satisfied. Suppose therefore that E, D, a, and e ate given as in Condition *.
We first wish to apply statement (2). To this end, choose a point w e Int a, and let a, = ü~w and a. = wv denote the two arcs into which w divides a = üv. having initial point x £S', terminal point y £ S, and whose diameter is less than p(F, S).
We now wish to apply Lemma 2. Lemma 1 shows that we may choose S' to be polyhedral and to meet D transversely. Note that Bd D C F C A'. Let C be the component of B' -D which contains S -E. Let x be the first point of a = zZF which lies in S'. We must necessarily have x e Int a2 since 8 < p(S, a.).
We claim that x e C. Indeed, let xy be a path contained in B' which connects with the endpoints x., x. , of a. being points of 5 lying in Q., Q ■ j respectively.
Since p(x., x. ,) < e\¡6 < e, the hypothesis of the theorem implies that there is a path r. C S of spherical diameter p(x{, x. .) joining x. and x. ,. Because the closed path T = (U^î_i ^.) C S is null-homotopic in S, hence in E -Ky there is some k such that the path G, = a, U Y, is not null-homotopic in E -K.. The spherical diameter of G, is p(x., *i+i). By Lemma 3, G, lies in the 3-cell R formed by the union of all closed round balls whose diamter is an edge, a face diagonal, or a principal diagonal of Qk U Q¡¿.\. 
